
Incentive Programme for all Business Partners (Distributors and Preferred Customers)
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1st January 2023 - 31th December 2023
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You have the chance to purchase up to 198 Pure Collection scents 
reduced by 25% of the regular price!

If obtaining at least 400 personal points monthly is not a problem for you – you will fall in love
with this Programme. The countdown starts when you obtain at least 400 or 800 or 1,200
personal points for the first time in 2023.

Then, the following month (second month), if you obtain at least 400 or 800 or 1,200 personal
points again, you can take advantage of purchasing 2 bottles or 4 bottles or 6 bottles of Pure
Collection respectively, 25% off. It’s up to you to make the most of that chance!

If you obtain at least 400 
personal points, you can 

take advantage of the 
special offer – purchasing 

1 bottle of Pure Collection 
25% off.

4 0 0
personal

points

8 0 0
personal

points

1 2 0 0
personal

points

If you obtain at least 800 
personal points, you can 

take advantage of the 
special offer – purchasing 

2 bottle of Pure Collection 
25% off.

If you obtain at least 1200 
personal points, you can 

take advantage of the 
special offer – purchasing 

3 bottle of Pure Collection 
25% off.

Pointsmania

Check out how many Pure Collection
bottles can get if you start now!
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Up to 198 PURE bottles

Pointsmania

The month of you starting the 
participation in the Programme, i.e. 

the first month* of obtaining 400 
or 800 or 1,200 personal points

Minimum
number of

personal points

The chance to purchase Pure
Collection fragrances for the price

reduced by 25%** of the regular 
price

First month
400 1 bottle - save €4.15
800 2 bottles - save €8.30
1,200 3 bottles - save €12.45

Second month
400 2 bottle - save €8.30
800 4 bottles - save €16.60
1,200 6 bottles - save €24.90

Third month
400 3 bottle - save €12.45
800 6 bottles - save €24.90
1,200 9 bottles - save €37.35

Forth month
400 4 bottle - save €16.60
800 8 bottles - save €33.20
1,200 12 bottles - save €49.80

Fifth month
400 5 bottle - save €20.75
800 10 bottles - save €41.50
1,200 15 bottles - save €62.25

Sixth month
400 6 bottle - save €24.90
800 12 bottles - save €49.80
1,200 18 bottles - save 74.70

Seventh month
400 7 bottle - save €29.05
800 14 bottles - save €58.10
1,200 21 bottles - save €87.15

Eighth month
400 8 bottle - save €33.20
800 16 bottles - save €66.40
1,200 24 bottles - save €99.60

Ninth month
400 9 bottle - save €37.35
800 18 bottles - save €74.70
1,200 27 bottles - save €112.05

Tenth month
400 10 bottle - save €41.50
800 20 bottles - save €83.00
1,200 30 bottles - save €124.50

Eleventh month
400 11 bottle - save €45.65
800 22 bottles - save €91.30
1,200 33 bottles - save €136.95

* Calendar month     ** Regular point value reduced by 25%
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After obtaining the required number of personal points in a particular month, you can take advantage 
of the special offer only in the following calendar month. If you do not take it, you will lose the chance of 
purchasing the Pure Collection bottles 25% off.

See the example  

Date of obtaining the
required number of points

Dates of taking
advantage of the special offer

15th January 1st-28th February

30th April 1st-31st May

1st June 1st-31st July

28th September 1st-31st October

30th November 1st-31st December

Remember

Pointsmania

It is illegal for a promoter or a participant in a trading scheme to persuade anyone to make a payment by promising 
benefits from getting others to join a scheme. Do not be misled by claims that high earnings are easily achieved.
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1. Incentive Programme for all Business Partners (Distributors and Preferred Customers).

2. The start in the Programme is counted individually for every participant from the month in which 
he/she obtains at least 400 or 800 or 1,200 Personal Points.

3. Business Partners working on Additional Business Partner Numbers can participate in the 
Programme according to the rules of the Programme. Personal Points earned on Additional 
Numbers do not accumulate towards the main Business Partner number Personal Points.

4. Business Partners working on Business Partner Numbers taken over on the grounds of the 
Marketing Plan are excluded from participation in the Programme.

5. The chance to purchase the special offer is granted to the participants in the month directly 
following the month in which all the conditions of the Programme are fulfilled.

6. Business Partners are not required to purchase all the promotional Pure Collection bottles due. 
They can purchase e.g. only 1 bottle.

7. Business Partners are not required to purchase all the promotional Pure collection bottles due in 
a single purchase. They can purchase e.g. 1 bottle on one day, the second bottle on the fourth day 
etc. provided that all the purchases are made within the month when the Business Partner can 
take advantage of the special offer.

8. Promotional products have their price and point value reduced by 25% of the regular price and 
points.

9. 31th December 2023 is the last day when Business Partners can purchase the due products in a 
promotional price.

10. The purchase for the required number of Personal Points does not need to be done in a single 
transaction.

11. Business Partners who do not obtain at least 400 Personal Points in a particular month cannot 
continue participation in the Programme even if the next month they obtain the required number 
of points to qualify.

12. The special offer applies only to Pure Collection bottles (50ml) in a Regular Business Partner Price 
€16.60.

13. Only Business Partners whose FM Accounts are operated by FM World Distribution can 
participate in the Programme.

14. Participation in the Programme does not disqualify Business Partners from taking part in other 
Incentive Programmes run by FM World Distribution.

Start: 1st January 2023

End: 31th December 2023

Before you participate in the Programme, please familiarise yourself with the Terms and Condition of the 
“Pointsmania” Incentive Programme.

Rules & Regulations
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